Coeducation explained in dorms by Cliff Wiatrde

Carr’s 37 points pull Irish through

The two students subsequently refused to take part in the drawing on the grounds that it was unfair.

"We did make up a statement which was presented to them but it was cut off on radio and TV by a commercial. We said that we protested the omission of the three delegations and emphasized that we were not there toendorse the lottery. But just as it had gone the whole day, we were just considered as rubber stamps, our opinions weren’t important at all," Crawford claimed.

Crawford said the group asked the selective service board if they could have a room for the following day and met with only one representative. Finally John Rose, a special assistant to the President, arranged for a room in the White House.

"We finally had our meeting and it lasted for four hours," Crawford said.

Ideas came with a frequency rivalling that of the snowflakes last night at the Open Forum on the Plight of the Teaching Assistant sponsored by the Fact Finding Committee of the Graduate Student Union.

On the main point—the situation of the English TA’s—there were two major issues. On the one hand there was the original proposal that since those people teach a full load of six hours a week coupled with all the outside work entailed in the teaching profession, they deserve more than the $200 they now receive.

Many grad students from other departments took objection to the very fact that these English TA’s are required to put in the 40 hours a week that their teaching, correcting, etc. take regardless of the compensation. It was pointed out that such duties take so much time that the students are prevented from their primary role as students.

"The English TA’s felt that the nature of their subject demanded many small classes so that they could have close personal contact with their students. They therefore felt that attempting to reduce the class load to combining sections would be a poor solution on two counts. Not only would they still have the same amount of them to correct, but they would lose some of this personal relationship.

"Much of the discussion led to a consideration of just how the TA is officially viewed. There seems to be two schools of thought on the matter. Some feel that they are being used by the university to save money. Others expressed the view that money offered to graduate students is given with the purpose of being minimal support while they pursue their own studies.

"Individual departments seem to bear a fair amount of the responsibility for the situation of their own grad students. A comparative study is now underway to examine these, but members of the departments represented last night did exchange views. The Math Department was offered as the best model for English since both math and English are required for all incoming freshmen. While certain differences were recognized, the five math students in attendance offered some suggestions that might help alleviate the problems faced. However, the more long range solutions tended to center on a proposal for a university wide system. The figures tended to be a minimum wage of $2400 – $2600 and a maximum work load of 12-15 hours per week. Those who proposed these pointed out that the wage should be a minimum below which the department could go and that it be subject to cost-of-living increases. On the other hand, the work load was to apply to the actual time spent and not just to class time.

Not all of the discussion centered around the hours and wages. Bro. Maurice Frechette reported a recent experience he had had with the bookstore when he went to pay his bill. At that time he was informed that he had lost his 10% discount. After checking with the bookstore authorities and Mr. Corrapi to whom he was referred, the best explanation of the action seemed to be that it was removed because his name was not on the list of TA’s granted parking permits by Arthur Pears.

Bro. Maurice pointed out that he could see why parking space had to be limited by space, but felt that the reason for the discount was to help alleviate the financial burden that the teaching assistant regardless of whether he has full responsibility or not.

A report on these and other activities of the GSU will be given at Friday’s meeting. All members are encouraged to attend the session which will be held at noon in the library auditorium.
Kommers notes reaction to his letter

by Jim Holsinger

Professor Donald P. Kommers of the Government Department said yesterday that there has been "widespread reception" of a letter he wrote to the Notre Dame faculty concerning the Dow and CIA demonstrations of November 18.

Kommers wrote the letter to offer what he called "a counter-valuing theory of the relation-ship between the university and the private corporation." He asked that faculty members who agreed with his sentiments re-turn the statement to him with their signatures.

"Actually I haven't counted them. The thing has received widespread reception in the College of Arts and Letters, but I haven't been systematically keeping track," Kommers said.

40 returned

About 40 of the letters have been returned so far, according to Kommers, and the letter is to be circulated among the faculty of the other colleges soon. Kommers noted that he had not intended to make an issue of counting the returned letters, and that the responses were varied.

The letter was written in answer to several Notre Dame faculty members who were soliciting a joint statement that the University is guilty of "subservience to the political and economic system" represented by the Dow Chemical Corporation and the Central Intelligence Agency.

The statement appeared in the November 19 Observer.

 Defines terms

Kommers argued that the University, in the capacity of the University, cannot take a position on anything. He defined the distinction between the "university structure" and the "academic community." According to Kommers, the University is the structure which houses the diversified and pluralistic academic community. "The university cannot arrogate sentiments which may not be shared," he said.

Recruiters okay

"Corporations do not come here to exchange ideas with the academic community, they are not visiting the academic community, and they are not interested in the academic community. That is why it is unfair to demand that corporations defend themselves before the academic community," Kommers wrote.

Understood in this way, the use of the university structure to channel students into society is then valid, and does not interfere with the academic community.

Kommers commented that he is uncertain of the value of his definitions at a working distinction, but that he was interested in establishing basic amenities to allow an intellectual exchange on the issue.

Professor Donald P. Kommers

commented on the actions of the Dow-CIA protestors in the light of Professor Kommers' distinctions, and in the aftermath of the confrontations on the university's position as an institution.

Apathy, bad timing kill trip

by Jim Graif

Student Union Services Commission Chairman Donald Kommers yesterday announced that the scheduled Cotton Bowl Trip has been canceled.

Monnich, who took over for Bob Pohl earlier in the year, said that a combination of apathetic student response and poor timing on the part of Notre Dame officials forced the cancellation.

"We were not informed of the actual Cotton Bowl bid ahead of time. Once we could go ahead with arrangements, Student-airline (a nationwide student travel organization) gave us an offer for transportation to and hotels in Dallas. We thought the offer was too high. We then took bids from student travel organizations all over the Midwest. We handled over them for three days until Students International Association, Inc., of Ann Arbor was decided upon."

"After all this delay, we had only two days for sign-ups. According to student reports, we needed forty people on each plane; but we received approximately thirty applicants for the Chicago flight and eleven for New York," Monnich continued.

Monnich cited a number of reasons for the apparent failure of the project. According to the Commissioner, conflict between the Cotton Bowl Trip and the scheduled skating trip to Colorado, "People were willing to pay for the skating trip, or for the Cotton Bowl Trip, but not both," he said." Monnich continued, however, that general student disinterest in projects of the nature of the Dallas trip ultimately caused the cancellation of the trip. "I wanted the Student Union to run a trip to Europe this spring, but now I think I'll keep my plans to myself," Monnich said.

The Commissioner also blamed the geographic nature of the Student Body. According to Monnich, many students could reach Dallas as easily as they could reach New York or Chicago.

Monnich also cited the number of student-run trips as a contributing factor to the Student Union's decision.
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Miss Notre Dame

at the

COTTON BOWL

Dec. 30 & 31 and Jan. 1

Black Angus

STEAK HOUSE

1516 N. Ironwood Dr., southeast of Convocation Center lobbies

South Bend Ave. and Edison Rd.

A St. Mary's Girl will represent N.D. at the Cotton Bowl in Dallas. She and her escort will arrive at the Cotton Bowl Convention Center. Lodging, meals and entertainment will be provided by THEEN.

Transportation equivalent to the fare of a round trip from South Bend to Dallas will be provided for Miss Notre Dame and escort. If you would like to be Miss NOTRE DAME, send a picture with your name, address, and telephone number to the Student Union Social Commission -- Box 427, or bring it to room 4C LaFortune Student Center.

Deadline is 5:00 p.m., Friday, December 5, 1969.

Voting will be FRIDAY NIGHT in the dining halls.

Entries may be submitted by any ND or St. Mary's student.
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**Agnew again**

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew said yesterday that he has decided to attend political protests by an "outspoken minority" has shut off rational two way discussion of America's problems.

"We refer to approach an issue with an open mind, that refusal to entertain a spirit of compromise," he added, "in what building barriers between the young and the rest of us, between the outspoken minority and the soft spoken majority." Agnew concluded.

"That is the barrier we must begin to dismantle from both sides."

The vice president said those who opposed counseling demonstrations and news coverage by the press and television are engaged in a "bickering rhetoric." People don't respond to what is said, but to what other people say you meant."

"There is something very definitely wrong in two sides missing each other's point," Agnew said in his speech to a White House conference of governors. "That is why what should be a meaningful dialogue has become a cacophony of meaningless monologues."

With President Nixon sitting in the front row, Agnew also renewed his attack against those who protest against the administration's policy of gradual withdrawal from Vietnam.

"If America was out and run," he said, "we would be cutting the chances for peace and running out on the children in school today who would have to fight a war tomorrow..." By following the path of appeasement, this generation could accomplish "peace in our time," but we say to the next generation-we are just as much concerned with peace in your time. We refuse to accept a solution that says 'peace now-pay later' because it's our children--the younger generation--who would have to pay later the price of surrender now."

Agnew, who shook hands with Nixon after his speech, also warned the "outspoken minority" was engaged in "politics of protest" and he listed these 'Ten Commandments of Protest.'

Thou shalt not allow thy opponent to speak; thou shalt not set forth a program of thine own; thou shalt not trust anybody over 30; thou shalt not honor thy father or thy mother; thou shalt not heed the lessons of history; thou shalt not write anything longer than a slogan; thou shalt not present a negotiable demand; thou shall not accept any establishment aid; thou shall not believe any one man but totalitarian heroes; thou shall not ask for forgiveness for thy transgressions, rather thou shall demand amnesty for them."

**Pollution confab slated**

An all day conference exploring the menace of pollution from different points of view will be held at the Library Auditorium Thursday, December 11. The conference will consist of five ninety minute panel discussions. Dr. Frederick Rossini will open the conference at eight and will preside over a discussion concerning the "Geological Overview" and dealing with pollution in the earth's crust. Following discussions will consider the "Fresh Water Crisis" and "Pollution and Life." Drs. James Massey and Ralph Thorton will turn the methods of engineering and biology on the subject.

The afternoon session will treat the roles of corporate responsibility and legislation. Chairman of these panels are Professors Robert Anthony and William Sexton. Dean Lawless of the Law school will be on hand for the legislation panel.

**House for Rent**

- newly decorated -
- 4 bedrooms - 2 living rooms -
- 2 full baths fully supplied -
- Grad student only

Contact Al Brashear 512-2463

---

**Ticket requests pouring in**

We started getting applications back on Monday and already we are 4,600 tickets in the "bowl," Mr. Donald Bouffard, Notre Dame Ticket Manager, while explaining the procedures concerning Cotton Bowl ticket applications.

Mr. Bouffard explained that the University received 12,000 tickets from the Cotton Bowl Committee. The tickets are allotted according to three major priorities. These priorities are: season ticket holders, alumni and parents of students who live within an 18 state area around Dallas, and students. Members of the latter two groups were sent application blanks by mail which would allow them four tickets each. The price of each ticket is $7, the same price as that of a regular season ticket.

One thousand tickets are being held for students. They will go on sale on a first come, first served basis at the Athletic and Convocation Center Box Office according to the following schedule: Senators-Tuesday, Dec. 9; Juniors, Graduate and Law Students-Wednesday, Dec. 10; Sophomores-Thursday, Dec. 11; and Freshmen-Friday, Dec. 12. Students may purchase one reserved seat ticket at $3.50. I.D. cards must be presented at the time of purchase.

He explained that the Southwest Conference representative receives between $20,000 and $30,000 for the legislation panel. Contact Shawn Hill 283-1657 for an appointment.

---

**Draft service opens**

A new draft counseling service has made its appearance on the Notre Dame campus. This organization, the idea of seniors Mike Yarborough and Tom McCloskey, is headed by ten ND students and began with a workshop in South Bend the weekend of Nov. 1. This workshop was reported on previously in the Observer.

The purpose of the organization is at the same time to report counseling stations concerning the draft. In the interview for this article, Mike Yarborough stressed that this organization is not simply for the benefit of draft dodgers or conscientious objectors, but for all students who have some question they want answered.

Crawford made advisor

---

**Crawford made advisor**

From page 1

The entire council group boycotted the meeting because they were opposed to anything that Agnew was like a protest," Crawford said.

"But we did come out of the meeting with some resolutions. We agreed to press for a number of changes in the draft system including better legal advice for C.O.'s, free advice financed by the government with competent lawyers to be approved by the courts to defend the objectors. We also advocated a selective C.O. bill and in general expressed a desire for far greater draft reform than the simple

---

**Ticket requests pouring in**

---

**The House of Vision, Inc.**

Craftsmen in Optics

FOR THE FINEST EYEGLASSES

AND CONTACT LENSES--

THE SHERLAND BLDG.

222 S. MICHIGAN AVE.

Central 2-1468

---

**House of Vision, Inc.**

Main Office: 135 N. Wabash Ave. - Chicago

---

**TODAY**

- Tonight - Dec. 4 - 7:00 pm

---

**Two PEACE CORPS**

**PRESENTATIONS:**

**1. "Opportunities for Science and Engineering Graduates in the Peace Corps"**

- Tunisian Stereo Slide Show and Discussion.

- Engineering Aud. - Room 303

**2. Peace Corps Film: "CONFRONTATION," followed by discussion.

- Center for Continuing Education Audio - Visual Theater

---

**Engineering and Science Juniors**

Chairmen needed for Junior Parents' - Son Weekend.

**CONTACT:** Rich Liquanti

- ext. 8953 259 Zahm
Tim O'Melia

Which game?

He would rather have been in Miami for New Year's, he thought, as he watched the crowd file into the Cotton Bowl. He didn't dislike Dallas or the people but Miami had better weather, better hotels, and better cocktails. Miami lived in the future, nont he could sit as much boozé and luxury as you could pay for. In Dallas they would rather win the damn football game than fill your glass.

He watched the smoke curl up from the fat, ugly cigar of the priest sitting to his left in the press box. It didn't seem to bother the old priest that they were in Dallas instead of Miami, but then he never knew where he was anyway. His head ached and he remembered the party of the previous night when the old priest had kissed the waitress at midnight. The waitress was indignant but everyone else had laughed. The university's administrative officials all plowed and kissing waitresses. It was ludicrous. But in due course everyone had an opinion. He had learned quickly enough after the university had hired him the difference between image and reality. Those roman collars were easy enough to come by. But they always came off at night.

The stench of the cigar began to reach him as he watched the crowd file into the Cotton Bowl. He didn't dislike the place had changed a lot since he had been a student but It was still the same old song. No matter how many times he heard it he didn't think. The students didn't seem to be hungover. The harder they drank the harder they drank. Not much difference at all.

The Texas captains had their helmets off. He could see their hair was as much alike from where he sat. All wore wide smiles and small high heels, a blonde wig, and a padded bra. It was very much who won the game. At once he knew what he wanted to do more than anything. He wanted to buy Miss Notre Dame some figure out the rules. He looked for Miss Notre Dame. He spotted her immediately. She was last in line and most definitely did not look like the rest despite her blue stockings. Clumsy and out of place.

The story was that the old man cured many Notre Dame students. Drunk and wearing Notre Dame blue stockings. Clumsy and out of place. The Texas captains had their helmets off. He could see their hair was a dull brown. He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame. He heard the 'Eyes of Texas' being played and suddenly he cared. He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame.

He watched the captains march out on the field for the coin toss. He watched the captains march out on the field for the coin toss. The story was that the old man cured many Notre Dame students. Drunk and wearing Notre Dame blue stockings. Clumsy and out of place. The Texas captains had their helmets off. He could see their hair was a dull brown. He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame. He heard the 'Eyes of Texas' being played and suddenly he cared.

He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame. He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame. He glanced from the awkward captains to the shabby-looking Cinderella; some students had wanted to name her Miss Notre Dame.

He would rather have been in Miami for New Year's, he thought, as he watched the crowd file into the Cotton Bowl. He didn't dislike Dallas or the people but Miami had better weather, better hotels, and better cocktails. Miami lived in the future, nont he could sit
by Pete Peterson

The house of Mars was the unluckily scene for a victory party Monday night after the Arians beat the Washington Kangaroos a stunning 345 point loss to clinch the pennant and formally put the American Football League to bed. Record. Team Captain Tom "Don't read on me" Jefferson, emerging from a distant dream state, would have no more room than a tiny peck. His voice opened with an impressively 334 point win over the Lovely Dolphins in overtime. Sure, we had some bad games; we had a 14-point whalloping on the 11th of Thanksgiving vacation is just -- dismal!

impossible to find a seat on any bus
the face of despair to drive us in their

offices from their Jesus-like image

Marylusk Becker

Orange and green

A bus trip through midland America on your way back to school from Thanksgiving vacation is just -- dismal! Take it from us; we've been there and we know.

To begin with, there's the bus station. Some stations you wouldn't want to leave even if you didn't even have the benefit of illusions to cheer us up on our way downtown. We know one place where we had a roomy comfortable waiting room we were in; for what we did find vogue these days were a few small rooms with a curb, that the largest station on our route, would probably be (and was) the best we would see in mid-America, we'd like to register a complaint.

We could bring with the fact that it's impossible to find a seat on any bus leaving our home town for any other city within a hundred miles, make many connections to get to South Bend. Arriving at the bus station on time alone is a perilous goal; our buses were carefully sold full-price ticket for the already full bus, a ticket, we might add, the price of which could be refunded by engaging in voluminous correspondence with the Greyhound Bus Home Offices in Cleveland, Ohio, reportedly.

We presently found ourselves at the end of time; about two hundred and sixty people (well, it was really nearer forty people) waiting to get on the thirty-seater Scenicruiser, we wrestled with a muddy, smudged-up windows. Did we feel justified in that we had a betterthan twenty people sitting on it from a previous incarnation at a bus stop?

We were soon enough to step. Then we sat down on our suitcase and began to weep quietly. Luckily the relatives who had driven us to the station were already on the last leg of the journey, to a city some seventy miles away.

The theory behind this move was to beat the original full bus to the tranist point; beat it we certainly did. When the bus to South Bend pulled out of this second station, we had not yet seen the original bus on which, but for the grace of you-know-who, we would have been riding.

Having a great sigh of relief to be finally safely on our way, we settled down to enjoy the pleasures of a projected six-hour-and-ten-minute ride through beautiful rural Indiana. What fun.

Have you any idea how ugly rural America (at least along the bus routes) looks when you're becoming? If you will, try to describe it, it would have to be banal. And that's a shame, because those are real human people living there, people who just want beauty, and laughter, and excitement in their lives. Indeed, their's got unpaved (virtually roads), and boring all-alike early-American-practical-houses in the central city town surrounded by tanks and iron soldiers, and charrooine viny pig bough strung up their main street, from which dangle the same-from-town-to-town Taxi-Chris ter.
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Attacks hard line

Editor:

Thursday's editorial in support of the University's stand against those participants in the Dow-CIA demonstration who chose to block entrance to the recruitment center was an exercise in sophistry and shallow thinking that cannot go unanswered. It was indeed disheartening that the student newspaper (or perhaps only its editor—it is becoming harder to tell) would so quickly and callously shrug off the expulsion of its fellow students. One would have hoped to see, at the very least, some dissent from the severity of the punishment if not a questioning of the law's legality.

Instead, though, we are given a rebuke of the old law-and-order line—a line which, I readily admit, seems eminently just and rational once we have accepted the original tenets that "The killers" by Dow Chemical is another matter in itself. The issue is whether the group of protesters had the right to block the entrance to their room because of their disagreement with Dow." 

But the whole question cannot and must not be divided into "matters" at all. This is far too simplistic an approach and one I am surprised to see The Observer take. The two matters (Dow's complicity and students' rights) are inextricably bound together. It is my attempt to separate them in an attempt to force absolute answers to relative moral questions, an attempt to say that no student has, under any circumstances, the right to "forcibly prohibit a job interview." Sure, though, you not believe that and must concede the point established in the oft-repeated What would you do if Hitler was using the University-to-recruit-gas-chamber-attendants analogy?

Thus the question you pose is a false one and all your appeals to "reason" and "logic" and "rational dialogue" prove deficient. What we must ask is whether, in this particular case, a moral outrage which can no longer be rectified by rational dialogue has been committed and, if so, what one ought to do about it. It is indeed the killing (why you put quotation marks around that word is beyond me—after all it is real people who are dying) by Dow chemical that is at stake here.

If you would permit me the space, there are a few more points I should like to quickly bring up.

The thrust of your editorial is discouragingly similar to that of Fr. Hesburgh's now famous letter in which he implicitly places the entire burden for a moral controversy upon the administration, law, obligations and prohibitions upon the students as though it was not possible that the university itself or its administration might be involved in the institutional encouragement of racism, weaponry, peddling, etc. Students are to be soundly chastised for their misdeeds but who, pray tell, is going to give the University or its administration 15 minutes of meditation? You say nothing about the arbitrariness of the selection of the ten violators, an arbitrariness that bespeaks a possible attempt to isolate and crush the more radical leaders a la the Chicago Conspiracy.

You say the demonstrators were trying to force an opinion upon the student body. This is patently untrue, as anyone (and this most certainly includes—I who have seen how impossible this sort of attempting to make the student body confront the burning issues of the day) as I believe, Fr. Hesburgh once termed them, not forcibly mold their opinions.

Finally, you take comfort in thinking that the "remaining one hundred" of the demonstrators "will still be here to argue and discuss and express their point of view to the rest of the community." Putting aside for the moment the callousness of this statement ("so what if we knock off a few militans—we'll still have enough around to keep our discussions lively"), may I submit that this attempt at prophesy will soon be disproved, like maybe next Monday. If the University kicks out ten of its members for being too moral to back up their beliefs with action, it is more than a mere possibility that more will (voluntarily) follow.

Yours in Notre Dame Michael Costello 139 Lyons

Editor:

I have received a copy of your November 19th issue with Bill Turner's comments on Son House and me. Mr. Turner spoke of his feelings when he discovered that his best African dashiki came from Rosen- bad's haberdashery.

Don't be dismayed, Mr. Turner. After all, when you are good enough to send the very best . . .

Right on yourself, Dick Waterman

Ten explain decision

Editor:

The following statement was presented to the (Student Union) Court Tuesday morning explaining the decision of the ten students expelled or suspended to go before the Appeals Board rather than the University Court.

"The means are the ends in every case. It is definitely in the interest of the students and the University to incar- nate the ends in the means. There is an invincible connection between means and ends. Our end, was and is, Peace, not hate; Love, not violence; Community, not alienation. We, therefore, find it impossible to participate in the proceeding of this Court. For us, who have voluntarily accepted suffering and the possibility of further suffering in order to help bring to a climax Notre Dame's complicity with the destruc- tion of men, women and children around the world, it would be death to participate in and thereby incar- nate our own persons, the "spirit" of the SLC on Monday, November 24 and the University Court on Wednesday, November 26. If we were to cooperate with the SLC and the University Court in this matter we feel we would be incarnating not the living truth of the spirit of the life of Jesus Christ, but rather the dead lie of the spirit of a power politics morality, of self interest. Peace, Love and Community can not flow from this latter spirit.

"It is our feeling that this court will be bogged down with semantics and proceed in a "most Court" fashion. We feel a more informed proceeding is invalu- able because of the scope of human emotions and individual moral convictions involved. The adversary system will not lend itself to the problem at hand which may prove fatal to our conception of community.

"We resign our right to trial before the University Court, and accept immediately the jurisdic- tion of the Appeals Court."

The Notre Dame Ten

Bermuda 76

Met Club

General Meeting Thurs. 7.30 Rm. 118 Nieuwland
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Letters to the Editor

God is the wurks

Editor:

If you play Teddy Hesburgh's new disk Backwards at 78 rpm, you distinctly hear the words "God is a Dead Cow."

Patrick Henry Buckley

430 Howard

Praises paradoxes?

Editor:

Columnist Ed Rokick's week-ly paradoxes on left-wing block-lishness are brilliant. Keep it up! Sincerely,

Carl T. Berckoult

730 E. Corby Blvd.

South Bend

THE OBSERVER

9 pm

Steean Center

Sunshine Festival

Friday Dec. 5

MUSIC BY: First Friday
Pilot-Free Farm Jam
Round-Up Night
by Greater North Bay Alchemical Co.
sponsored by Student Union Social Commission

Europe $189

Round Trip Jet
University Charter's 6th Annual Charter Flight Series
Sponsored by Notre Dame, St. Mary's -- Students International

+ non-stop Jet
+ open bar and complete meals
+ Detroit departures from near by Metro Airport
+ 450 deposits, final payment in March
+ conciergeevil services until day of departure
+ complete range of travel services
+ our Ann Arbor office can book you into student priced hotels before you leave. If your London office will look after all your needs while you are in Europe
+ June 26 to August 26 -- 5 weeks Detroit/London/Detroit........1229
+ June 11 to July 27 -- 6 weeks N.Y./London/N.Y........189

Open only to Notre Dame and St. Mary's students, faculty, staff and immediate families

450 Deposit Reserves Seats

St. Mary's Contact
St. Mary's Student Services Organization

4 E. Lafayette Student Center
283-7757

Notre Dame Student Service Commission

Available at:

St. Mary's College Bookstore

REVOLVON invents 'Anti-Acne Spot Cover'!

This smooth little cream-in-a-tube just took the 'ugly' out of fighting acne. It spot-treats and conceals acne pimples, helps them dry and heal fair. In 5 shades, so you can match your skin coloring perfectly. It stays dry, stays put. Won't cake, flake or smear. And it conceals any little flaw so perfectly, it's almost like putting on a beautiful new skin!

NEW NATURAL WONDER 'ANTI-ACNE SPOT COVER'!

Available at:

St. Mary's College Bookstore

HOMECOMING

Pictures may be picked up in the Social Commission Office From 3-5 Thurs. & Fri.

THE OBSERVER
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President Nixon urged the nation's governors yesterday to launch a community campaign against growing drug abuse by stressing "more information, more understanding" rather than harsher criminal penalties.

Nixon said high administration officials addressing a daylong conference for 41 governors, their wives and children expressed alarm at the high incidence of use of marijuana and other illicit drugs, especially among the young.

"I first thought the answer was more penalties," the President said, "but when you are talking about 13 and 14 year olds, penalties are not the answer...the answer is more information, more understanding."

Mardi Gras emphasis on the city

The Mardi Gras committee chairman, Dave Dewan, revealed that the awareness of the South Bend Community Council, Inc., about student handicapped trips will be emphasized in this year's Mardi Gras. Dewan said that in the past South Bend was aware of only the carnival.

Together with Pat Murphy, raffle chairman, Dewan is trying to get as many students as possible involved in the sale of the raffle tickets. Transportation will be provided over the weekend for those students who want to get an early start in selling tickets.

There is a 20% commission on tickets sold. Also, for every book sold, a student receives a chance to win a grand student prize. The first student prize is a Triumph Spitfire, followed by a long list of worthy prizes.

Profits from the raffle will be given to Notre Dame Charities, which then distributes the money to those charities which the administration and student body feel are the most needy.

Dewan and Murphy are very optimistic about the raffle, as Dewan summarized, "We think it (the raffle) will benefit everyone--South Bend, the students, the administration, and, of course, the charities."

Warning that America's spirit is threatened with injury, Nixon said: "All of us must go back to our communities and through a community campaign, a campaign of education and information that will reach all the people of our states, because that campaign is probably more important than the criminal penalties."

The President's remarks were in line with the administration's plan to overhaul federal drug laws to provide lighter penalties for possession of illicit drugs and to give police broader legal authority to move against users.

In this regard, Attorney General John N. Mitchell proposed a model state law that would give police "no knock" authority to enter suspected premises for a search warrant for illegal drugs. It would also permit police to perform searches of a home when they have "probable cause" to suspect illegal narcotics on the premises.

Penalties would be left to the discretion of the states. The proposed federal reform legislation, after which the model state law was fashioned, would classify mere possession of marihuana and other illicit drugs as a misdemeanor rather than a felony. The maximum penalty for a first offense would be a year in jail and a $5,000 fine, rather than the present mandatory sentence of five to twenty years' imprisonment.

Mitchell stressed the importance of coordinated state action, noting that in 1968 there were 162,177 state and local narcotic arrests compared to 4,000 federal cases.

John E. Ingerbritt, director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, said the Departments of Justice and Health, Education and Welfare plan a $10 million mass media campaign to try to discourage drug use, which he said had become "a way of life among youths."

*************************************************************************

SMC Nite at the Senior Bar

You'll never get anywhere without it.

Nothing helps a young engineer's career like being given a challenge. Which is another way of saying to fail. But our thinking is, a man must go back to our communities and through a campaign, a campaign of education and information that will reach all the people of our states, because that campaign is probably more important than the criminal penalties.

The President's remarks were in line with the administration's plan to overhaul federal drug laws to provide lighter penalties for possession of illicit drugs and to give police broader legal authority to move against users. In this regard, Attorney General John N. Mitchell proposed a model state law that would give police "no knock" authority to enter suspected premises for a search warrant for illegal drugs. It would also permit police to perform searches of a home when they have "probable cause" to suspect illegal narcotics on the premises.

Penalties would be left to the discretion of the states. The proposed federal reform legislation, after which the model state law was fashioned, would classify mere possession of marijuana and other illicit drugs as a misdemeanor rather than a felony. The maximum penalty for a first offense would be a year in jail and a $5,000 fine, rather than the present mandatory sentence of five to twenty years' imprisonment.

Mitchell stressed the importance of coordinated state action, noting that in 1968 there were 162,177 state and local narcotic arrests compared to 4,000 federal cases.

John E. Ingerbritt, director of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs, said the Departments of Justice and Health, Education and Welfare plan a $10 million mass media campaign to try to discourage drug use, which he said had become "a way of life among youths."

***************************************************************************
Sidelines leads comeback, onsprained ankle

by Mike Pavlin
Observer Sports Editor

Home from nowhere. Sid Catlett, seen hobbling around campus Tuesday and expected to miss four games with a sprained ankle, came off the bench to spark a desperate Notre Dame in a 91-83 win over Michigan at the Erv H. Haas Center Saturday night.

"Sid is a spark plug," said Coach John Womack. "He came from nowhere. Entering the game with 16:32 left and the Irish nine points down, the 6-8 forward hit three shots in a row as ND came from behind to wipe out a horrendous first half and put some life into Michigan with the ball with 39 seconds left and a one-point lead. Trying to doubly-out the clock, Jackee Meehan (O'Connell had fouled out) bounced the ball off his thigh and out of bounds. With 20 seconds left, the Wolverines worked the ball around, but Bloodworth rimmed the basket at :03 and that was that, 87-86.

Undoubtedly, it was one of the finest halves ever played in the Convos. Gone were the mistakes (at least, much fewer than the first period), the fouls, and when it counted, ND was shooting one-on-one at the foul line. Dee finally got his first unit together and they played well. Carr ended up with 37 points and Jones with 15. Pieck played the finest game of his career with 13 points, 18 rebounds (high in the game), and two assists. It was ND's second consecutive rebounding edge (66-44) which helped forge the comeback.
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